We investigated the mouth-opening transition pattern (MOTP), which represents the change of mouth-opening degree during the end of an utterance, and used it to predict the next speaker and utterance interval between the start time of the next speaker's utterance and the end time of the current speaker's utterance in a multi-party conversation. We first collected verbal and nonverbal data that include speech and the degree of mouth opening (closed, narrow-open, wide-open) of participants that were manually annotated in four-person conversation. A key finding of the MOTP analysis is that the current speaker often keeps her mouth narrow-open during turn-keeping and starts to close it after opening it narrowly or continues to open it widely during turn-changing. The next speaker often starts to open her mouth narrowly after closing it during turn-changing. Moreover, when the current speaker starts to close her mouth after opening it narrowly in turn-keeping, the utterance interval tends to be short. In contrast, when the current speaker and the listeners open their mouths narrowly after opening them narrowly and then widely, the utterance interval tends to be long. On the basis of these results, we implemented prediction models of the next-speaker and utterance interval using MOTPs. As a multimodal-feature fusion, we also implemented models using eye-gaze behavior, which is one of the most useful items of information for prediction of next-speaker and utterance interval according to our previous study, in addition to MOTPs. The evaluation result of the models suggests that the MOTPs of the current speaker and listeners are effective for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversation. Our multimodal-feature fusion model using MOTPs and eye-gaze behavior is more useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval than using only one or the other.
Introduction
People start to have face-to-face conversations with others immediately after they are born. Face-to-face communication is one of the most important activities when people build social relationships with others. Furthermore, multi-party face-to-face conversations involving multiple persons (three or more) are very important not only for information transmission or sharing and understanding other people's intentions or emotions but also for group decision making. If a computer can understand and predict how such multifaceted conversations are carried out smoothly, it should be possible to develop a system that supports smooth communication and can dialogue with the participants. As a basic technology for making such a system a reality, research on Automatic Meeting analysis has been actively conducted in recent years [1, 2] .
Turn-changing, a situation where speakers change, is a particularly important aspect of smooth communication. If the turn-changing is not successful, for example, an utterance collision will occur or unintentional silence will occur. In a two-person conversation, one person becomes a speaker and the other a listener. Because of the simple exchange that alternates between the two roles, it is easy to perform turn-changing to some extent. On the other hand, in a multi-party conversation, there are multiple listeners-in other words, multiple candidates for the next speaker-which makes it difficult to perform turn-changing. Participants cognitively predict the appropriate timing of turn changes on the basis of verbal and nonverbal cues, as well as on the appropriateness of the next speaker in their multi-party conversation and their proper utterance start timing. In addition, participants can start speaking at their own appropriate timing. If a computational model can predict the next speaker and the utterance interval between the start time of the next speaker's utterance and the end time of the current speaker's utterance, the model will be an indispensable technology for facilitating conversations between humans and between humans and conversation agents or robots. For example, this technology will help conversation agents and robots start and end utterances at the right time when they participate in a multi-party conversation. In addition, this technology may make it possible to avoid speech collisions due to time delays in remote conversational systems such as video conference systems, where video and audio transmission delays often occur. Computers may also be able to use this technology to help or encourage participants to speak at the appropriate time in face-to-face conversations.
Against this background, there is a lot of research in the engineering field that predicts the various situations related to turn-changing, such as the absence of turn-changing, the next speaker during turn-changing and the utterance interval from verbal and nonverbal information in multi-party conversation. For automatically predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations, techniques using eye-gaze behavior, head movement and the respiration information of participants have been proposed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, it is still difficult to accurately predict the next speaker and utterance interval. We suggest that a more robust and accurate prediction model can be developed by using multimodal information other than gaze movement, head movement, and respiration. To this end, we have been searching for a new modality that can be used to predict the next speaker and the utterance interval in multiparty meetings.
In order to clarify which new modalities would be useful for such predictions, we focused on the movement of participants when they open their mouths. So far, the relationship between the turn-keeping/changing situation and mouth open information in multi-party conversation analysis has not been studied. Here, we introduce a mouth-opening transition pattern (MOTP) that indicates the transition of the degree of opening the mouth near the end of the utterance as a feature value for prediction. It is well known that the movement of mouth-opening and the start and end of an utterance are closely related [8] . In order for a person to speak, he/she has to move his/her mouth immediately before and during speaking. Then, when the utterance ends, his/her mouth will naturally close. We suggest that the movement of opening the mouth immediately after the current speaker stops speaking and just before the next speaker starts speaking can be a clue to predict who the next speaker will be. Respiration information, for example, the large breaths needed to start or continue speaking, can also be very helpful in predicting the next speaker and utterance interval [6, 7] . We expect large breaths to be strongly associated with opening mouth movements. Thus, opening the mouth immediately after the current speaker stops speaking is a clue to predict the next speaker and utterance interval. On the basis of this idea, we focus on using MOTPs to predict the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversation.
First, we collected data on verbal and nonverbal behaviors including utterances and the degree of mouth opening (closed, narrow-open and wide-open) from participants in a four-person conversation, which were then manually annotated. We analyzed the relationships between MOTPs and turn-keeping/turn-changing, next speaker in turn-changing and utterance interval with the collected data. The analysis results revealed for the first time that there are various relationships between MOTPs and these behaviors. Typical results from the MOTP analysis show that the current speaker often continues to open her mouth narrowly during turn-keeping and to keep her mouth open widely and start to close her mouth after opening it narrowly during turn-changing. The next speaker often starts to open her mouth narrowly after closing it during turn-changing. Moreover, when the current speaker closes her mouth after opening it narrowly during turn-keeping, the utterance interval tends to be short. In contrast, when the current speaker and listeners open their mouths narrowly after opening them narrowly and then widely, the utterance interval tends to be long. On the basis of these results, we implemented the prediction models of next speaker and utterance interval using the MOTPs. Our evaluation of the models suggests that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs are effective for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations. As a multimodal-feature fusion, we implemented models using eye-gaze behavior in the form of gaze transition patterns (GTPs) in addition to MOTPs. A GTP is expressed as an n-gram, which is defined as a sequence of eye-gaze targets. Each element of a GTP contains eye-gaze target information. As eye-gaze targets, we defined a person or object classified as "current speaker", "listener", or "non-person". We considered whether mutual eye-gaze occurred and classified eye-gaze behavior when the person looked at the "current speaker" and "listener". GTPs are very useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval [3] [4] [5] . The evaluation results of the implemented models suggest that our multimodal-feature fusion using both MOTPs and GTPs is more useful for such prediction than non-fusion using only one or the other.
In Section 2 of this paper, we review relevant related work and highlight our new approach that utilizes mouth-opening movement. Section 3 describes the corpus data collection in multi-party conversations. Sections 4 and 5 describe our analysis of MOTP and the next speaker and utterance interval. Section 6 describes the implementation and evaluation of the prediction models and Section 7 discusses the analysis results and multimodal-feature fusion. We conclude in Section 8 with a brief summary and mention of future work.
Related Work

Prediction of Next Speaker and Utterance Interval
The elucidation of the mechanism for giving and receiving conversation turns was initiated mainly in the field of sociolinguistics. Sacks et al. [9] proposed a turn-change model, arguing that turn-changing occurs only at transition-related points (TRP) near the end of an utterance. Kendon [10] analyzed conversations and discovered that verbal and nonverbal behaviors, such as eye-gaze behaviors, contributed to smooth turn-keeping and changing and the adjustment of the utterance interval.
Several studies in cognitive science have clarified the verbal and nonverbal cues for a person to perceive the presence or absence of turn-changing in two-person conversations [11, 12] . For multi-party conversations, several studies have recently examined which non-verbal information of the participants is used for turn-changing. It has been shown that eye-gaze behavior [5, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , eye-blink [18] , head movement [4, 19] , respiration [6, 7] and hand gestures [20] are related to turn-changing.
Several studies have utilized the automatic detection model to determine whether turn-changing takes place in multi-party conversation by using speech processing techniques [14, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and nonverbal behaviors such as eye-gaze behavior [14, 21, 22] and physical visual motion from image processing [21, 22, 26] near the end of a current speaker's utterance. However, these studies only estimate if the current speaker will continue speaking. For this reason, such estimation techniques are often referred to as "end-of-turn estimation".
In addition to automatic detection of turn-changing, several studies have attempted to predict the next speaker-namely, who will become the next speaker-during turn-changing and utterance intervals between the start time of the next speaker's utterance and the end time of the current speaker's utterance. A next-speaker detection model using eye-gaze behavior and head-nods has been proposed in three-person conversations with a shared poster [13] . This model deals with one poster presenter and two listeners of a conversation. All participants are paying attention to the poster for a long time and the distribution of eye-gaze behavior is unique compared to communication without a specific eye-gaze target.
We previously demonstrated which nonverbal cues are related to turn-changing, determining the next speaker during turn-changing and utterance intervals in multi-party conversation [5] [6] [7] 15, 19] . We also proposed a prediction model that features three processing steps to predict whether turn-keeping or turn-changing will occur, who the next speaker will be after turn-changing and the length of the utterance interval by using GTPs, which contain the n-gram information of eye-gaze targets including mutual eye-gaze information when the person looks at another person [5, 15] . In previous studies by other researchers (as described above), the verbal and nonverbal behaviors right before the start time of the next speaker's utterance were used to estimate/detect the turn-keeping/changing and the next speaker during turn-changing. Compared to these, our approach has an advantage in that it can predict the next speaker and the utterance interval in advance from the information at the end time of the current speaker's utterance. In other words, our prediction technology can predict the next speaker and utterance interval about one or two seconds before the start of the next utterance. This allows conversation agents and conversation support systems to engage participants before the start of the next utterance on the basis of the prediction result of future utterance situations.
GTPs are useful feature values for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval. We also explored respiration accompanying speaking for the first time in multi-party conversation analysis and demonstrated the various strong relationships between respiration and the next speaker and utterance interval [6, 7] . As a representative finding, we demonstrated that a current speaker often inhales quickly and rapidly right after the end time of his or her own utterance during turn-keeping. The listener who will become the next speaker often takes a deeper breath before speaking during turn-changing than the listeners who will not become the next speaker. The results indicated that the characteristics of the current speaker's inhalation right after her utterance and the listeners' inhalation near the end of the utterance may be useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversation. We also implemented prediction models of next speaker and utterance interval and demonstrated that the respiration characteristics of the current speaker and listeners are useful for the prediction [6, 7] .
We also demonstrated that the head movement of participants extracted using a six-degrees-of-freedom head tracker near the end of an utterance has strong relationships with the next speaker and utterance interval [4, 19] . Specifically, in the relationships between the head movements and the next speaker, we found that there are big differences in the amounts, amplitude and frequency of the head position and rotation movements of the current speaker near the end of the utterance between turn-keeping and changing. We also demonstrated that there are big differences in the amounts, amplitude and frequency of head position and rotation movements between the listeners who will not be the next speaker in turn-keeping and turn-changing and the listener who will be the next speaker during turn-changing [4] . We also demonstrated that the head movement of the current speaker and listeners is useful for predicting the next speaker in multi-party conversation.
Moreover, we demonstrated that there are strong relationships between the utterance interval between the start time of the next speaker's utterance and the end time of the current speaker's utterance and eye-gaze, head movement and respiration of participants during turn-keeping and changing and proposed prediction models of utterance interval using their nonverbal information [5, 7, 19] . The utterance interval is crucial in terms of correctly conveying intention and emotion to conversational partners and conducting a smooth conversation. The utterance interval varies greatly depending on the utterance situation, content, intention and emotion. If the timing for starting an utterance, that is, the utterance interval, is not appropriate, there is a risk that an unintended message will be sent to the conversation partner, which may adversely affect communication [27] . In this context, if we take video conferencing systems as an example, even a short video and audio delay of about 500 ms can cause utterance collisions that will interfere with smooth turn-changing and adversely affect speech impressions [28] .
As discussed above, in previous work, we clarified the relationship between the nonverbal behaviors such as eye-gaze, respiration and head movement of participants and the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversation and developed prediction models of next speaker and utterance interval. However, the accuracy of the prediction models is still not sufficient. In order to build a prediction model with higher performance in the future, our research effort focusing on new modalities is very meaningful.
Mouth-Opening Movement and Speaking
It is generally known that mouth-opening movement and utterances have a very close relationship. We have to move our mouths to utter speech sounds during speaking. To develop a technology that makes use of such a relationship, there have been many studies on the utilization of lip reading in order to achieve highly accurate speech recognition in noisy environments [29] .
Mouth or lip movement information is also used to improve the accuracy of active speaker detection (ASD). We briefly introduce previous research that takes such an approach. To improve the accuracy of ASD, attention is focused on utilizing visual information as well as audio information [30] [31] [32] . To focus on lip information, Cutler et al. used the image feature of the mouth region according to the audio information [33] . Haider et al. used head movements in addition to lip information in speech [34] . They also showed that the features of lip and head movement one second before the start of speech are useful for improving the function of ASD [35] . The lip information they used is the mean and standard deviation of the inner height, outer height and width of the lip. Similar to our approach, Murai et al. have shown a basic idea to deduce the next speaker from mouth movements [36] . However, they have not specifically examined which types of mouth movements are useful as feature quantities. In these studies, it was shown that lip information in the speech section and time section immediately before speech is useful for improving the performance of ASD. These previous research results [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 36 ] support the validity of our approach for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval using the mouth opening pattern at the end of an utterance.
We anticipated that opening the mouth just before the next speaker starts speaking would help predict who the next speaker would be. In recent years, the development of computer vision technology for measuring mouth movements with a single camera has progressed [37] . Thus, using these techniques, it has become practical to use mouth-opening movements to predict the next speaker and utterance interval in a conversational situation. However, there has been no research on how to analyze mouth-opening movements at the end of an utterance or how to predict the next speaker and utterance interval in a multi-party conversation. Any technology that can predict the next speaker and speech interval from mouth-opening movements will thus be of enormous practical value.
As previously discussed, participants' respiration behavior, such as taking a big breath before starting or continuing to speak, is very useful in predicting the next speaker and utterance interval [6, 7] . Since deep breaths are assumed to be strongly related to the movement of opening the mouth, if we replace the movement of opening the mouth just before the start of the next utterance with respiration information, this may be useful in predicting the next speaker and utterance interval.
Our current work is the first attempt to use mouth-opening movement to predict the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversation. We examine how mouth-opening movement can help with such predictions and how multimodal feature fusion using eye-gaze behavior [3, 5, 15] in addition to mouth-opening movement is useful. We also discuss the relationship between mouth-opening movement and respiration.
Corpus Data of Multi-Party Conversation
In this study, we collected data on mouth-opening movements and utterances obtained from actual multi-party conversations and used them for analysis and construction of prediction models. We recorded eight sessions of face-to-face four-person conversations. The participants were 16 individuals in their 20s and 30s who had a first-to-face relationship with each other. They were divided into four groups consisting of four people each. The four participants were seated in chairs arranged at regular intervals in a semicircle, as shown in Figure 1 . We labeled the participants from left to right as Person 1, Person 2, Person 3 and Person 4. They argued and gave opinions in response to highly divisive questions such as "Do marriage and romance always go together?" and "Is it possible to strengthen social security even if taxes increase?" and needed to draw a conclusion within ten minutes. The each group performed two conversation sessions. Although the participants were given such a theme, they were allowed to speak freely. We recorded the speech of each participant in the conversation with a pin microphone. We also recorded video of each participant and the group as whole with multiple cameras. The recorded audio and video were synchronized with a time resolution of 30 Hz. The total duration of the recorded conversation was 80 min. The following verbal and nonverbal information was extracted from these video and audio resources.
• Utterance: We designed the utterance unit on the basis of the inter-pausal unit (IPU) [38] .
Specifically, the start and end of each utterance was denoted as an IPU. When a silence interval of 200 ms or more occurred, the utterance was separated. Therefore, if an utterance was made after a silent period of 200 ms or less, it was determined that one utterance was continued. Since this IPU can determine the start and end of an utterance using only the duration of the silent section, it is very convenient when performing real-time utterance section detection. We excluded back-channels without specific utterance content from the extracted IPUs. Later, we considered the same person's continued IPU as one utterance turn. We considered that IPU pairs by the same person in the temporally adjacent IPU pairs are turn-keeping and IPU pairs by different persons are turn-changing. The total number of IPU pairs was 904 for turn-keeping and 126 for turn-changing. Our analysis excluded overlap of utterances, that is, when the listener interrupted while the current speaker was speaking or when two or more participants spoke at the same time. Specifically, data was excluded when the IPU pair utterance interval was less than 200 ms. All told, there were 904 IPU pairs during turn-keeping and 105 IPU pairs during turn-changing.
• Degrees of mouth-opening: We define the three degrees of mouth-opening as follows.
-Closed (X): The mouth is closed.
-Narrow-open (N): The mouth opening is narrower than one front tooth.
-Wide-open (W): The mouth opening is wider than one front tooth.
-Unknown (U): A state where the opening of the mouth cannot be determined. For example, a participant has covered her mouth with her hand. Figure 2 shows an example of the X, N and W. This classification of degree of mouth-opening is a simplified version of the AU 25 (lip part), AU 26 (chin lowering) and AU 27 (mouth stretch) of the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which is a comprehensive, anatomically based system for describing all visually discernible facial movements [39] . We focused on lip opening and ensured quantitative annotations even in non-frontal views. A skilled annotator carefully observed the person's face image and manually annotated the degree of mouth-opening for each time frame. • Eye-gaze target: The eye-gaze target was annotated manually using bust/head and overhead views in each frame of the videos by a skilled annotator. The eye-gaze objects were the four participants (Persons 1, 2, 3 and 4) and non-persons. Three annotators labeled the eye-gaze targets. We calculated the Conger's kappa coefficient [40] to evaluate an inter-coder agreement of the three annotators. The result was 0.887, which is a quite high value indicating the high reliability of the annotated eye-gaze targets. We used the eye-gaze targets annotated by one annotator who had the most experience.
Closed (X) Narrow-open (N)
Wide-open (W) All the above verbal and nonverbal data were integrated at 30 Hz for visual display at the same time resolution using the NTT Multimodal Viewer [41] . A sample image of the viewer is shown in Figure 3 . With the viewer, we can see each piece of multimodal data on the timeline and intuitively observe the data. In this example, we focus on the 16094th frame. Person 3 is speaking at this time. The mouth-openings of Persons 1, 2, 3 and 4 are N, X, N and W, respectively and the eye-gaze targets for Persons 1, 2, 3 and 4 are Person 2, non-person, non-person and Person 2, respectively. 
Analysis of Next Speaker and MOTPs
Analysis Method
Using the collected corpus data, we analyze the relationship between the next speaker and mouth-opening movement. As analysis method, we first analyzed how the current speaker's mouth-opening movement differs quantitatively between turn-keeping and turn-changing. If the analysis results reveal a difference between the current speaker's mouth-opening movement immediately after the end of the utterance between turn-keeping and turn-changing, mouth-opening movement can be used effectively to predict turn-keeping and turn-changing in multi-party conversation. We analyzed, similarly, how the mouth-opening movement differs quantitatively between the listener who becomes the next speaker during turn-changing (hereinafter referred to as "next speaker") and the listener who does not become the next speaker during turn-keeping and turn-changing (hereinafter referred to as "listener"). If there are big differences here, they are also effective in predicting the next speaker during turn-changing, in addition to predicting the turn-keeping and turn-changing.
We assumed that the MOTP of the current speaker at the end of the IPU would be different between turn-keeping and turn-changing. For example, a current speaker might keep her mouth open to continue speaking at the end of the IPU during turn-keeping, while in contrast, she may close her mouth gradually near the end of the IPU and then keep it closed because she does not need to speak during turn-changing. Similarly, listeners who do not become the next speaker may not move their mouth very much because they do not speak during turn-keeping and turn-changing. In contrast, the next speaker may begin to open or open wider after opening narrowly because she needs to start speaking during turn-changing. In this way, we assumed that the MOTP at the end of the IPU would differ depending on if it was the beginning or the end of the utterance.
Next, we used our past research results to determine the time interval to be analyzed. Our previous studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have demonstrated that the eye-gaze behavior, head movement and respiration that occur during the short interval between 1000 or 2000 ms before the end of a current speaker's utterance and 200 ms after it is useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval. We therefore decided to analyze mouth-opening movement in a similar way: between 1000 ms before the end of the IPU and 200 ms after the end of an utterance. In analyzing the parameters of mouth-opening movement, we defined the MOTP, namely, the n-gram information and consider its elements as the degree of mouth-opening (N, S and W). Information on changes in the state of non-verbal behavior using n-grams has also proven useful when dealing with changes in gaze targets [4] [5] [6] .
In the present work, we examine which kind of MOTP is generated using actual corpus data. For example, considering the mouth-opening movements associated with Person 4's last IPU, whose end time is the 15968th frame in Figure 3 , the analysis interval of mouth-opening movements is 1200 ms (40 frames) between 1000 ms before the end of the IPU (15938th frame) and 200 ms after the end of the IPU (15978th frame). The MOTPs of Persons 1, 2, 3 and 4 are N, W, N and N-W-N, respectively.
The analysis results are presented from the next section onward.
Analysis of Current Speaker's MOTPs and Turn-Keeping/Changing
We examined how often the current speaker's MOTPs occur during turn-keeping and turn-changing. The occurrence frequency of the current speaker's MOTPs during turn-keeping for 904 IPUs and turn-changing for 105 IPUs is shown in Figure 4 . There are 50 kinds of the current speaker's MOTPs in all the IPUs. The occurrence probabilities of several kinds of IPUs are very small. We define the "Others" class to include 38 patterns that occurred in less than 1% of the data, as the data set is small. We determined which occurrence frequencies of the current speaker's MOTPs are significantly different between turn-keeping and turn-changing by means of a chi-squared test. The results indicate that the occurrence frequency of the current speaker's MOTPs differed significantly between the conditions during turn-keeping and turn-changing (chi-squared test result:
Next, to verify which MOTPs differed between conditions, we conducted a residual analysis [42] . The results are shown in Figure 4 , from which we deduce the following:
• The occurrence frequencies of N, N-X-N and N-X-N-X-N of the current speaker's MOTPs are significantly higher during turn-keeping than during turn-changing. That is, the occurrence frequency at which the current speaker continues to open her mouth narrowly (N), open it narrowly after closing it from opening it narrowly (N-X-N) and open it narrowly after closing it again from opening it narrowly (N-X-N-X-N) is higher during turn-keeping than during turn-changing. The N has the highest frequency, which is 0.47, of all the MOTPs whose occurrence frequency is significantly higher during turn-keeping than during turn-changing. There is a big difference in the occurrence frequency of N during turn-keeping compared to during turn-changing, which is approximately twice as high. The representative results indicate that the current speaker more often continues to open her mouth narrowly during turn-keeping than during turn-changing. • The occurrence frequencies of W, N-W, N-X and Others of the current speaker's MOTPs are significantly higher during turn-changing than during turn-keeping. That is, the occurrence frequency at which the current speaker continues to open her mouth widely (W), opens widely from narrowly (N-W), closes it from opening it narrowly (N-X) and performs a mouth-opening pattern with the occurrence frequency of 1% or less (Others) is higher during turn-changing than during turn-keeping. The W and N-W have the highest frequencies, 0.14 and 0.08, respectively, of all the MOTPs excepting Others, whose occurrence frequency is significantly higher during turn-changing than during turn-keeping. There is a big difference in the occurrence frequency of W and N-W during turn-changing compared to during turn-keeping, which is approximately five times and three times as high, respectively. The representative results indicate that the current speaker more often continues to open her mouth widely or starts to close it from opening it narrowly during turn-changing than during turn-keeping.
These results suggest that a current speaker's MOTPs could be useful as a predictor of turn-keeping and turn-changing. 
Analysis of Listeners' MOTPs and Next Speaker
We examined how often the listeners' MOTPs occur during turn-keeping and turn-changing. The occurrence frequency of the listeners' MOTPs during turn-keeping for 904 IPUs and turn-changing for 105 IPUs is shown in Figure 5 . There are 55 kinds of listeners' MOTPs in all the IPUs. We define the "Others" class to include 45 patterns that occurred in less than 1% of the data, as the data set is small. We determined which occurrence frequencies of listeners' MOTPs are significantly different between turn-keeping and turn-changing by means of a chi-squared test. The results indicate that the occurrence frequency of the MOTPs differed significantly between the conditions of the listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing and the next speaker during turn-changing (chi-squared test result: χ 2 = 155.8, d f = 20, p<0.01). Next, to verify which MOTPs differed between conditions, we conducted a residual analysis [42] . The results are shown in Figure 5 , from which we deduce the following:
• The occurrence frequencies of X of the MOTPs of listeners during turn-keeping are significantly higher than those of listeners and the next speaker during turn-changing. That is, the occurrence frequency at which listeners during turn-keeping continue to close their mouths (X) is high.
There is a big difference in the occurrence frequency of X of listeners in turn-keeping, 0.45, compared to listeners and the next speaker during turn-changing, which are approximately twice and 15 times as high. In contrast, the occurrence frequencies of X-N, W, W-N, N-W-N, X-N-X and Others of the MOTPs of listeners during turn-keeping are significantly lower than those of the listeners and the next speaker during turn-changing. That is, the occurrence frequencies at which the listeners during turn-keeping start opening their mouths narrowly after closing them (X-N), continue to open them widely (W), start opening them narrowly after opening them widely (W-N), start opening them narrowly after opening them narrowly and then widely (N-W-N), start closing them after closing them and opening them narrowly (X-N-X) and perform a mouth-opening pattern with the occurrence frequency of 1% or less (Others) are low.
The representative results indicate that the listeners during turn-keeping more often continue to close their mouth than the listeners and the next speaker during turn-changing. , start to open them narrowly after opening them narrowly and then widely (N-W-N) and perform a mouth-opening pattern with the occurrence frequency of 1% or less (Others) is higher than that of listeners during turn-keeping. The W has the highest frequency, about 0.12, among the MOTPs of the listeners during turn-changing. There is a big difference in the occurrence frequency of W of listeners in turn-changing compared to listeners during turn-keeping, which is approximately four times as high. In contrast, the occurrence frequency of X of the MOTPs of listeners during turn-changing is significantly lower than that of listeners during turn-keeping. That is, the occurrence frequency at which listeners during turn-changing continue to close their mouths (X) is lower than that of listeners during turn-keeping.
The representative results indicate that the listeners during turn-changing more often continue to open their mouth widely than the listeners during turn-keeping. • The occurrence frequencies of X-N, W-N, N-W, X-N-X and Others of the MOTPs of the next speaker during turn-changing are significantly higher than those of listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing. That is, the occurrence frequencies when the next speaker during turn-changing starts opening her mouth narrowly after closing it (X-N), opening it narrowly from widely (W-N) and vice versa (N-W), starts closing it after closing it and opening it narrowly (X-N-X) and performs a mouth-opening pattern with the occurrence frequency of 1% or less (Others) are higher than those of listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing. The X-N has the highest frequency, about 0.24, among the MOTPs of the next speaker during turn-changing. There is a big difference in the occurrence frequency of W of the next speaker in turn-changing compared to listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing, which are approximately four times as high. In contrast, the occurrence frequency of X of the next speaker during turn-changing is significantly lower than that of listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing. That is, the occurrence frequency at which the next speaker during turn-changing continues to close her mouth (X) is lower than that of listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing.
The representative results indicate that the next speaker during turn-changing more often starts to open her mouth narrowly from closing it than listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing.
Taken together, these results suggest that listeners' MOTPs are potentially useful as predictors of the next speaker during turn-changing in addition to turn-keeping and changing. 
Analysis of MOTPs and Utterance Interval
We analyzed the relationship between utterance interval, between the start time of the next speaker's utterance and the end time of the current speaker's utterance and the MOTPs of the current speaker and listeners. Utterance interval varies greatly depending on the difference between turn-keeping and turn-changing situations, so we analyzed the relationship between utterance interval and MOTPs during turn-keeping and turn-changing separately. Specifically, we examined the utterance interval when each MOTP of the current speaker and listeners appeared and then determined whether there were differences in the interval between the MOTPs. If there is a difference in utterance interval depending on the kinds of MOTPs, MOTPs might be useful to predict the utterance interval.
Analysis of MOTPs and Utterance Interval in Turn-Keeping
Figures 6 and 7 show box plots of the utterance intervals for each MOTP of the current speaker and listeners during turn-keeping. The box shows the range from the first quartile to the third quartile and the line in the box shows the median value. The two whiskers in the boxplot respectively show the range from the minimum to the first quartile and from the third quartile to the maximum. Using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), we examined whether there is a difference in utterance interval among MOTPs in the current speaker and the listeners during turn-keeping. The independent variable of ANOVA is the utterance interval. The dependent variable is the mean value of the utterance interval for each participant's MOTP. There were statistically significant differences in utterance interval according to the MOTPs of the current speaker and the listeners (ANOVA result: F(12, 892) = 2.67, p < 0.01 for current speaker in turn-keeping; F(10, 2704) = 13.94, p < 0.01 for listeners in turn-keeping). Therefore, the utterance interval differs according to the MOTP of the current speaker and that of the listeners in turn-keeping. For example, in Figure 6 , when the current speaker's MOTP is N-X, the utterance interval is the shortest of all, with a median of 0.397 s. That is, when the current speaker opens her mouth widely from closing it, the utterance interval tends to be very short. On the other hand, when the current speaker's MOTP is X-N-X-N, the utterance interval is 0.588 s, which is the largest. In other words, the utterance interval tends to be largest when the current speaker opens her mouth narrowly twice, starting with the mouth closed. In Figure 7 , when the listener's MOTP is X, the utterance interval is the shortest, with a median of 0.437 s. That is, when the listener continues to close her mouth, the utterance interval tends to be very short. On the other hand, when the listener's MOTP is N-W-N, the utterance interval is 1.404 s, which is the largest. In other words, the utterance interval tends to be the largest when the listener opens her mouth narrowly, opens it widely and then opens it narrowly. Thus, during turn-keeping, the utterance interval tends to differ depending on the type of MOTPs of the current speaker and the listeners. This suggests the potential for MOTPs to predict the utterance interval effectively during turn-keeping.
Analysis of MOTPs and Utterance Interval in Turn-changing
As in the previous section, we analyzed the relationship between the utterance interval and MOTPs of the current speaker, listeners and the next speaker during turn-changing. From the results of ANOVA, there were statistically significant differences in utterance interval according to the MOTPs of only the current speaker and listeners (ANOVA result: F(5, 99) = 3.61, p < 0.01 for current speaker in turn-changing; F(7, 202) = 3.35, p < 0.01 for listener in turn-changing). However, there was no significantly difference in utterance interval according to the next speaker's MOTP (ANOVA result: F(6, 98) = 1.39, n.s). Figures 8 and 9 show box plots of the utterance intervals for each MOTP of the current speaker and listeners during turn-changing. We found that the utterance interval differs according to the MOTPs of the current speaker and listeners. For example, in Figure 8 , when the current speaker's MOTP is W, the utterance interval is the shortest, with a median of 0.589 s. That is, when the current speaker opens her mouth widely, the utterance interval tends to be very short. On the other hand, when the current speaker's MOTP is N-W-N, the utterance interval is 1.832 s, which is the largest. In other words, the utterance interval tends to be the largest when the current speaker opens her mouth narrowly after opening it narrowly and then widely. When the listener's MOTP is W, as shown in Figure 9 , the utterance interval is the shortest, with a median of 0.599 s. That is, when the listener opens her mouth widely, the utterance interval tends to be very short. On the other hand, when the listener's MOTP is W-N, the utterance interval is 2.048, which is the largest. In other words, the utterance interval tends to be the largest when the listener opens her mouth widely from opening it narrowly. Thus, during turn-changing, the utterance interval tends to differ depending on the type of MOTPs of the current speaker and the listener, suggesting that there is potential for MOTPs to predict the utterance interval effectively during turn-changing. 
Prediction Models of Next Speaker and Utterance Interval
Design Guidelines for Creating Prediction Models
The analysis results in Sections 4 and 5 suggest that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs are potentially useful in predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations. The objective of this research was to demonstrate precisely how the MOTPs are useful for such prediction. We implemented a prediction model that predicts the next speaker and utterance interval using MOTPs extracted from 1200 ms of data between 1000 ms before the end of IPU and 200 ms after the end of IPU.
The IPU is conventionally determined solely on the basis of whether the person is speaking. Such a simple definition of utterance is suitable for real-time processing but this paper focuses on offline processing. Specifically, the part of the utterance with 200 ms of silence was used as a unit of utterance. IPU generation occurs 200 ms after the utterance actually ends. Therefore, we implemented a prediction model to predict the next speaker and utterance interval when the IPU was created, that is, 200 ms after the IPU ended in our previous studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In a similar manner, we created a prediction model of the next speaker and utterance interval 200 ms after the end of an IPU.
In our previous work, we implemented a three-stage prediction model to predict the next speaker and utterance interval [5, 7] . In the present work, similarly, the first step predicts whether turn-keeping or turn-changing will occur. The second step predicts the next speaker during turn-changing and the third step predicts the utterance interval. By building distinct prediction models in stages, it is possible to verify in detail which stage the feature quantity used for prediction is useful for. The following sections describe our implementation and performance evaluation of each prediction model using MOTP.
Prediction Model of Turn-Keeping or Turn-Changing
First, we describe our implementation and performance evaluation of the first prediction step, which is the prediction of whether turn-keeping or turn-changing will occur. The analysis in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 suggests that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs may be useful in predicting turn-keeping and turn-changing. We built prediction models using a single speaker's or listeners' MOTP and evaluated their usefulness separately. We also built a prediction model that uses both the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs and verified whether more accurate predictions could be made. For comparison, we also implemented a prediction model using GTP, which is one of the most useful types of information for predicting turn-keeping and turn-changing [5] . We compared the performance of the prediction models using MOTP with one using GTP. In addition, we implemented prediction models using both MOTP and GTP and evaluated the effectiveness of the multimodal-feature fusion using both.
We implemented these prediction models using a support vector machine (SVM) with sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [43] . The Weka data mining tool [44] was used for this implementation and the polynomial kernel was used as the SVM function. The most useful parameters for the cost parameter (C) and hyper parameter of the kernel (γ) were determined using a grid search technique. The objective value is binary data that contain turn-keeping and turn-changing.
We implemented the following five prediction models. We used ten-fold cross-validation with 210 items of data, which include 105 items during turn-changing and 105 items obtained by random sampling from 904 data during turn-keeping to remove any bias of the amount of data between turn-keeping and turn-changing. Table 1 lists the mean values of F-measure for each prediction model obtained by ten-fold cross-validation. The chance level (CL) indicates the theoretical value when the value of the objective variable is predicted randomly. Here, the number of data items of each binary value is the same, so the F-measure is 0.500. When we compare the CL with each model using MOTPs or GTPs, the F-measures of SmM, LmM, AmM and EgM, which are 0.696, 0.704, 0.724 and 0.760, respectively, were significantly higher than those of CL (CL vs. SmM: t(9) = 11.8, p < 0.01; CL vs. LmM: t(9) = 11.3, p < 0.01; CL vs. AmM: t(9) = 12.9, p < 0.01; CL vs. EgM: t(9) = 11.7, p < 0.01). The F-measure of AmM was 0.724, which is the best among the models using only MOTPs. However, there was no significant difference among SmM, LmM and AmM. These results indicate that a model using the parameters of the MOTPs of the current speaker and listeners contributes to predicting turn-keeping and turn-changing in multi-party conversations. However, the performance of the model using both the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs did not differ from the performance when using either one or the other of them.
When we compare the models using either the MOTPs or the GTPs, the F-measure of EgM, which is 0.760, is significantly better than that of AmM, which is 0.724 (t(9) = 1.94, p < 0.05). This suggests that GTPs are more useful for predicting turn-keeping and turn-changing than MOTPs.
The F-measure of MuM, which uses both MOTPs and GTPs, was 0.800, which is significantly better than those of AmM and EgM (MuM vs. AmM: t(9) = 3.24, p < 0.01; MuM vs. EgM: t(9) = 1.94, p < 0.05). These results indicate that multimodal-feature fusion using both MOTPs and GTPs is more useful for predicting the turn-keeping and turn-changing than using either the MOTPs or the GTPs individually.
Prediction of Next Speaker during Turn-Changing
As the second processing step of predicting the next speaker after predicting the turn-keeping and turn-changing, we implemented prediction models to predict the next speaker during turn-changing. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the occurrence frequencies of the MOTPs of the next speaker differ from those of the listeners during turn-changing. On the basis of these results, the listeners' MOTPs have the potential to predict the next speaker during turn-changing. Thus, we implemented the prediction models with the listeners' MOTPs as feature values and evaluated how useful the listeners' MOTPs are for predicting the next speaker during turn-changing. We also implemented a prediction model using the GTPs of the current speaker and listeners, which are known to be one of the most useful types of information for predicting the next speaker during turn-changing [6, 7] , to compare the performance of MOTPs and GTPs and evaluate the effectiveness of multimodal-feature fusion using both, in the same manner as in Section 6.2.
We implemented the prediction models using the SVM, which can perform multi-class classification and evaluated their performance in the same manner as in Section 6.2. The data used in the SVM contain the next speaker as objective values.
We used ten-fold cross-validation with the 105 items of turn-changing data from the corpus we collected in Section 3. Table 2 lists the mean of the F-measure of each prediction model of the next speaker during turn-changing obtained by ten-fold cross-validation. The chance level (CL) indicates the theoretical value when the value of the objective variable is predicted randomly. The CL was 0.333 because there were three next-speaker candidates during turn-changing in the four-person conversations. When we compare the models using either MOTPs or GTPS with chance level, the F-measures of LmM and EgM were 0.409 and 0.440, which are significantly better than that of CL (CL vs. LmM: t(9) = 3.06, p < 0.01; CL vs. EgM: t(9) = 3.51, p < 0.01). Comparing LmM with EgM revealed that there is no difference between them (LmM vs. EgM: t(9) = 1.37, n.s). These results suggest that the MOTPs and GTPs are equally useful to predict the next speaker during turn-changing. When we compare the model using both the MOTPs and GTPs with ones using only one or the other, the F-measure of MuM was 0.476, which is the highest performance of all (MuM vs. LmM: t(9) = 2.06, p < 0.01; MuM vs. EgM: t(9) = 1.86, p < 0.05). This result suggests that multimodal-feature fusion using both GTPs and MOTPs is more useful for predicting the next speaker during turn-changing than unimodal-feature processing using either MOTPs or GTPs.
Prediction of Utterance Interval
In the third step of predicting the utterance interval after predicting the next speaker, we implemented prediction models to predict the utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing. As mentioned in Section 5, the utterance interval differs according to the MOTPs of the current speaker and listeners between turn-keeping and turn-changing. We implemented the prediction models of utterance interval for turn-keeping and turn-changing separately. We implemented these prediction models with the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs as feature values and evaluated how useful MOTPs are for predicting the utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing. We also implemented a prediction model using the current speaker's and listeners' GTPs to compare the performance of MOTPs and GTPs and a prediction model using both MOTPs and GTPs to evaluate the effectiveness of multimodal-feature fusion. We used these models in the same manner as in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
We implemented these prediction models using support vector regression (SVR), which is an extension of SVM to a regression model and evaluated their performance. We implemented the two models of utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing, as there is big difference in utterance interval between turn-keeping and turn-changing and the corresponding MOTPs also differ greatly. The data used in the SVR contain the utterance interval as objective values. We used the same features of LmM as those in Section 5.2.
We used ten-fold cross-validation with 904 turn-keeping and 105 turn-changing items of data from our corpus. Table 3 shows the mean absolute error between actual interval and predicted interval of each prediction model during turn-keeping and turn-changing. The error of chance level (CL) indicates the mean absolute error between the actual interval and the mean value of all actual intervals. These were 0.921 during turn-keeping and 0.711 during turn-changing. When we compare the performance of models using either the MOTPs or the GTPs with the one of chance level, the mean absolute errors of MoM and EgM, which were 0.726 and 0.711 in turn-keeping and 0.599 and 0.548 in turn-changing, are significantly better than that of CL (CL vs. MoM in turn-keeping: t(9) = 3.32, p < 0.01; CL vs. EgM in turn-keeping: t(9) = 2.79, p < 0.01; CL vs. MoM in turn-changing: t(9) = 3.33, p < 0.01; CL vs. EgM in turn-changing: t(9) = 2.98, p < 0.01). Comparing MoM with EgM reveals no significant difference between their performances. These results suggest that the MOTPs and GTPs are equally useful to predict utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing.
The mean absolute errors of MuM were 0.690 in turn-keeping and 0.452 in turn-changing, which are significantly better than those of MoM and EgM (MuM vs. MoM in turn-keeping: t(9) = 1.89, p < 0.01; MuM vs. MoM in turn-changing: t(9) = 2.25, p < 0.01; MuM vs. EgM in turn-keeping: t(9) = 1.91, p < 0.05; MuM vs. EgM in turn-changing: t(9) = 2.10, p < 0.05). These results suggest that the multimodal-feature fusion using both MOTPs and GTPs is more useful for predicting the utterance interval than unimodal processing using either one or the other. Table 3 . Performance of prediction models for predicting utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing. Values are mean absolute errors between actual utterance interval and predicted utterance interval by prediction models.
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Discussion
We demonstrated that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs differ depending on the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations. A key finding of our analysis is that the current speaker often continues to open her mouth narrowly during turn-keeping and starts to close it from opening it narrowly or continues to open it widely during turn-changing. The next speaker often starts to open her mouth narrowly from closing it during turn-changing. Moreover, when the current speaker starts to close her mouth after opening it narrowly in turn-keeping, the utterance interval tends to be short. In contrast, when the current speaker and listener open their mouths narrowly after opening them narrowly and then widely, the utterance interval tends to be long.
Previous studies have shown that eye-gaze [5, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , eye-blink [18] , head movement [4, 19] , respiration [6, 7] and hand gestures [20] are related to turn-changing. In contrast, our work here initially suggested that mouth movement plays an important role for turn-changing.
On the basis of these results, we implemented prediction models of the next speaker and utterance interval using MOTPs that are divided into three steps. The evaluation results of the prediction models suggest that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs are effective for predicting the turn-keeping and turn-changing, the next speaker during turn-changing and the utterance interval during turn-keeping and turn-changing in multi-party conversations.
In our previous study [5, 15] , the GTP was one of the most useful feature values for predicting these. As result of verifying how useful MOTPs are compared to GTPs, we conclude that GTPs are more useful to predict only the turn-keeping and turn-changing, which is the first of the three prediction steps. There is no difference when it comes to the performance of predicting the next speaker during turn-changing and the prediction of utterance interval, which are the two next prediction steps, between using either MOTPs or GTPs. We conclude that MOTPs are a very strong predictor of the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations, the same as eye-gaze behavior (GTP). In general, it is difficult to accurately estimate the eye-gaze target of people in multiparty meetings. In many cases, a wearable eye tracker is required to accurately estimate the target. Practically speaking, it is thus extremely difficult to predict the next speaker and utterance interval using the eye-gaze target, especially in the wild. In contrast, mouth-opening movement can be measured with a single camera by utilizing computer vision processing [45] . In this study, the mouth opening was manually annotated. However, considering future practicality, since it is possible to predict the next speaker and utterance interval using the mouth opening, which can be measured more easily than the line of sight, usage of mouth opening may be practical.
We also implemented models using both MOTPs and GTPs as a multimodal-feature fusion. The evaluation results of the prediction model suggest that this multimodal-feature fusion is useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval.
Next, we discuss a situation in which MOTPs are more useful than GTPs for predicting the next speaker in multi-party conversations. Figure 10 shows a sample of a conversational scene where turn-changing occurs from Person 1 to Person 4. In this scene, the prediction of the eye-gaze model (EgM) (implemented in Section 6) is that turn-keeping will happen next. This prediction is not correct. In contrast, the prediction results of the all-mouth model (AmM) and multimodal-feature model (MuM) are that turn-changing will happen and the next speaker will be Person 4. These results are perfectly correct. Next, we examine the differences between the prediction results by observing the feature values of each participant's MOTP and GTP. In this case, the analysis interval is from the 3823th frame, which is 1000 ms before the end of the Person1's IPU which is 3853th frame, to the 3859th frame, which is 200 ms after the end of the IPU.
First, we focus on the GTPs of Person 1, who is the current speaker. She is making eye contact with Person 3, who is a listener, after looking at a non-person and making eye contact with Person 4, who is also a listener. The GTP of Person 1 is X-L 1M -L 2M . X means looking at a non-person and L means looking at a listener. Numbers below L simply indicate different people. However, this number does not mean a specific person; rather, the numbers are dropped in the order in which the person gazes. M means making eye contact with a gaze target. Please refer to Reference [5] for detailed information. The occurrence frequency of X-L 1M -L 2M of the current speaker is very low-under 1% during both turn-keeping and turn-changing-and as such is not effective for predicting turn-keeping/turn-changing according to previous studies [5] .
Next, we focus on the GTPs of Person 2, who is a listener. She is looking at a non-person after looking at Person 1, who is the current speaker. Person 2's GTP is X-S. S means looking at the current speaker. The occurrence frequency of X-S of the listener is not different between turn-keeping and turn-changing. Persons 3 and 4, who are listeners, make eye contact with Person 1, who is the current speaker. The GTPs of Persons 3 and 4 are both S M . Their GTPs are the same and their occurrence probability is higher during turn-keeping than during turn-changing. This seems to be the reason EgM incorrectly predicted that turn-keeping will happen next.
Next, focusing on MOTPs during the 1200 ms of the analysis interval, which is same as that of the GTPs, we see that the MOTPs of Persons 1, 2, 3 and 4 are W, W, W and W-N, respectively. The first mouth-opening state of all participants is W. In this scene, all participants laugh heartily near the end of Person 1's IPU. The occurrence frequency of the current speaker's W is higher during turn-changing than during turn-keeping, as mentioned in Section 4.2. The occurrence frequency of W of the listeners during turn-changing is higher than those of the listeners during turn-keeping and the next speaker during turn-changing, as mentioned in Section 4.3. Therefore, judging from the MOTPs, Persons 2 and 3 are unlikely to be the next speaker. The occurrence frequency of W-N of the next speaker during turn-changing is higher than those of the listeners during turn-keeping and turn-changing. Therefore, Person 4 is likely to be the next speaker.
These analysis results of the MOTPs seem to explain why AmM and MuM predicted that turn-changing will happen and Person 4 will be the next speaker. In this scene, only Person 4, who becomes the next speaker, changes her mouth-opening to narrow from wide (changes from W to N) while all persons are laughing. There are several scenes that show similar mouth-opening movements of the next speaker while laughing in our corpus. That is, W-N seems to be a typical mouth-opening movement right before the start of speaking during turn-changing after laughing. This is just one of many instances. There are many other scenes in which combinations of participants' GTPs and MOTPs occur in turn-keeping and turn-changing. We believe that the MuM prediction model enables high-accuracy predictions by making good use of the various characteristics of the mouth-opening and gaze movements obtained in various situations of turn-keeping and turn-changing. As such, it might be effective to analyze in which situations the prediction model is able to predict the next speaker and in which it is not. Such detailed analysis is one of our future topics of research.
Finally, we discuss the relationship between mouth-opening movement and respiration, which is a useful feature value for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval [6, 7] , by observing the actual corpus data in detail. In References [6, 7] , we demonstrated that the next speaker tends to take a deep breath before starting to speak. We feel that this breathing occurs in conjunction with mouth-opening movement. Figure 11 shows a typical scene of turn-changing from Person 1 to Person 4. The analysis interval of the MOTPs is from the 13237th frame to the 13273th frame. The MOTP of Person 1, who is the current speaker and Persons 2 and 3, who are listeners, is N, which means narrow-open. On the other hand, the MOTP of Person 4, who will be the next speaker, is X-N. The occurrence frequency of N of the current speaker is higher during turn-keeping than during turn-changing (Section 4.2). There is no difference in the occurrence frequency of N of listeners between turn-keeping and turn-changing (Section 4.3). In contrast, the occurrence frequency of X-N of the listener who will become the next speaker during turn-changing is much higher than those of listeners who will not be the next speaker during turn-keeping and turn-changing. Therefore, the prediction result of all prediction models that use MOTPs is that turn-changing will happen next and that the next speaker will be Person 4. This prediction result is perfectly correct. X-N means that the next speaker opens her mouth narrowly after closing it. X-N happens frequently and accounts for about 25% of the MOTPs of the next speaker during turn-changing (Section 4.3). We suspect that the next speaker takes a big breath before starting to speak in those cases. In other words, there is a possibility that the next speaker's taking a breath prior to speaking could be detected by mouth-opening movement, that is, X-N. Conventionally, a wearable measuring device is required to accurately detect respiration. Therefore, measuring the breathing of participants in a multi-party conversation has a practical problem. A technique for robustly detecting breathing by means of mouth-opening movement information would thus be very useful for predicting the next speaker in multi-party conversations. In other words, even if we do not use respiration information, we may be able to predict the next speaker and utterance interval simply by the mouth-opening movements. This verification will be the focus of our future work.
There is also the possibility that mouth-opening movement is associated with several other modality, such as phonemes, prosody and facial expressions. In the future, we plan to investigate mouth forms in detail and demonstrate the relationship between them and other modalities in multi-party conversations. We will then implement a more highly accurate model for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval. We also plan to introduce an automatic extraction technique for the degree of mouth opening that utilizes a computer vision technique [37] instead of manual annotation. With such automatic measurement, a wider variety of mouth opening parameters can be used for constructing the prediction model. It may then be possible to construct a more accurate prediction model by using these diverse and detailed feature values.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have demonstrated that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs differ depending on the next speaker and utterance interval. A key finding of our analysis is that the current speaker often continues to open her mouth narrowly in turn-keeping and starts to close it from opening it narrowly or continues to open it wider in turn-changing. The next speaker often starts to open her mouth narrowly from closing it in turn-changing. Moreover, when the current speaker starts to close her mouth after opening it narrowly in turn-keeping, the utterance interval tends to be short, the utterance interval tends to be short. In contrast, when the current speaker and listener open their mouths narrowly after opening them narrowly and then wider, the utterance interval tends to be long.
On the basis of these results, we implemented next-speaker prediction models using the MOTPs. Our evaluation of the models suggests that the current speaker's and listeners' MOTPs are effective for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval in multi-party conversations. We also implemented models using the MOTPs and eye-gaze information as a multimodal-feature fusion. The evaluation results suggest that multimodal-feature fusion using MOTPs and eye-gaze information is useful for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval. From our observation of the corpus data, we showed the possibility of multimodal fusion using mouth-opening movement and eye-gaze behavior.
In the future, we plan to explore the effectiveness of the above multimodal-feature fusion for predicting the next speaker and utterance interval by using head nods [19] and respiration [6, 7] .
